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GENERAL COMMENTS I commend the authors for their work on producing a paper which 
addresses a very important topic. This paper makes a relevant 
contribution to the European literature on professional mobility and it 
also explores the practice style of doctors who come from other 
parts of the world. The authors clearly state the article focus, its key 
messages and the strengths and limitations of the study.  
The title and the abstract accurately convey what has been found 
and the writing is of very good quality.  
The rationale for the study is well explained and references to the 
literature are well described. The methodology is appropriate and 
well described. I particularly liked the methodology of the study since 
it manages to go around the case mix problem.  
The discussion is appropriate and relates to the literature on the 
cultural differences between health care professionals. However, it 
could be good to highlight even further the cultural differences 
across nationalities (as presented in the literature) and how these 
influence practice. For example, in the case of sickness certification, 
it is presented (in the discussion) as if doctors find it more difficult to 
refuse patients demands for being form outside Norway, when it 
could just be the case that in some countries sickness certifications 
are provided by doctors with no need of much negotiation since in 
their country it is only a formality.  
Overall, the discussion and conclusions are well balanced and 
adequately supported by the data. The conclusions are very relevant 
since the findings suggest that there is only modest evidence that 
clinical practice patterns are different from immigrant doctors and 
native Norwegian doctors.  
Ethics procedures are appropriate since the authors have had the 
study approved by the Norwegian Data Inspectorate, the Regional 
committee for medical research ethics, the Norwegian Labour and 
Welfare Service, and the Norwegian Board of Health Supervision. In 
addition, the authors have worked with an anonymous data file.  
I believe the paper could be improved if it presented, reflected and 
discussed the policy debate around professional mobility and 
suggested some policy recommendations. As it is mentioned in the 
paper, concern has been raised regarding the skills of immigrant 
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doctors by some regulatory authorities around Europe (particularly in 
the UK) and it would be good to reflect on that. Particularly, on how 
this paper confirms or abates those statements.  
The authors might consider adding or writing another paper 
exploring in more detail the differences among European doctors (or 
separate from Norht America and Oceania)since this a very 
important topic at European level right now. As the authors may 
know, in September 2005 the European Parliament and the Council 
of Health Ministers adopted a Directive on the recognition of 
professional qualifications. The purpose of this directive as indicated 
in Article 1 is to establish rules according to which Member States 
recognise professional qualifications allowing those who move to 
pursue the same profession in the host Member State. This directive 
is currently being considered for modification by the European 
Commission with the aim of simplifying some of its regulations to 
further facilitate professional mobility and to harmonize training. This 
paper could contribute to this debate by discussing the differences 
identified among European doctors and make recommendations on 
whether certain issues should be taken into consideration when 
proposing the new Directive.  
 
I recommend this paper for publication  
I would suggest minor changes which I described earlier. In 
summary:  
• Reflect more on the cultural differences across your sample and 
how this might influence the results (e.g. sickness certification).  
• Reflect and discus the policy debate in Norway and other EU 
countries and suggest some policy recommendations.  
• Discuss in this paper or in an additional paper the differences 
among European doctors (or separate from North America and 
Oceania) and reflect on how this could inform the Directive on 
professional mobility. 

 

REVIEWER Pr Hjortdahl MD, PhD  
Professor of General Practice  
Department of Health and Society  
Faculty of Medicine  
University of Oslo, Norway  
 
No competing interests. 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-May-2012 

 

THE STUDY The "No" to the last question should, as far as I can understand, 
require no further explanation! 

GENERAL COMMENTS Minor comments: p 3/14 l 13: "Characteristics of immigrant doctors." 
is, as far as I can understand not a "Main outcome measure(s)".  
I would expect that "RGPs (regular general practitioners)" p 4/14 l 10 
needs a further explanation for most international readers first time it 
is used.  
p 8/14 l 26: ... used psychiatric diagnoses significantly less than 
other doctors, indicating that these physicians are less sensitive to 
mental health problems". It could also be due to culturally different 
ways of using ICPC (or "branding" the patient's reason for 
encounter, which we know is culturally dependent) and not because 
they are less sensitive to mental health problems. I think you should 
modify this statement somehow.  
 
"Practice style" as used in the title, is a many faceted concept. In this 
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paper you (the authors) have chosen a strictly quantitative approach 
represented by linking eight outcome variables drawn from three 
major national databases. In my opinion you have made a good and 
representative choice among all those variables available, but still, 
they are only describing part of the picture. So even though I agree 
with your conclusion I would have been a little more humble in the 
last sentence, for example "In our study we find only .... ." Or; you 
are using "clinical practice patterns" in your conclusions both on p 
3/14 l 41 and 8/14 l 49, while you use "Practice style" in the title. Are 
they the same? Not in my view. Practice style is a wider concept and 
you have actually described clinical practice patterns in your paper. 
So probably you should change your title accordingly.   

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

We have revised the manuscript according to the reviewers’ suggestions. The changes are clearly 

visible in the manuscript (track changes used) and just briefly mentioned here:  

• The title has been changed  

• Deleted the first sentence in main outcome measures (abstract)  

• The RGP scheme is explained in the first paragraph of the introduction  

• Corrected an error in the last paragraph of methods  

• Added alternative explanation regarding sickness certification (discussion)  

• Added alternative explanation regarding the use of psychiatric diagnoses (discussion)  

• Added a paragraph regarding recognition of professional qualifications (discussion)  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

Hogne Sandvik  

MD, PhD 
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